PlugSurfing Selected by DKV to Produce App Solutions for DKV Card +Charge
Germany's leading fuel-card company call on Berlin start-up to launch innovative new product for hybrid
vehicles
Berlin 21.04.15 - DKV Euro Service today announced the release of its new fueling and service card
which will allow its customers to charge up the battery of their hybrid vehicles at over 2,000 public
charging points across Germany, as well as fill up on traditional fuel at over 55,000 locations. The card
will be accompanied by the DKV +Charge smartphone app which will be used to activate the charging
station - a service for which the fuel card giant enlisted the help Berlin-based emobility startup
PlugSurfing GmbH.
'As pioneers in app-based emobilty solutions, PlugSurfing was the obvious choice for DKV', said
PlugSurfing's co-founder and CEO Jacob van Zonnveled, 'and we're extremely happy that our hard work
in producing user-focused and market validated solutions for EV charging are continuing to be recognised
by Europe's major players. DKV recognised that, in partnering with PlugSurfing, they were partnering with
a reliable, market leader that could help advise on emobility trends and tailor its already successful
product to meet very specific needs'.
As a leading European emobility service provider, PlugSurfing's mission is to create apps which remove
all barriers for the electric car driver to charge. PlugSurfing's apps are used by EV drivers across
Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Austria to find and pay for car charging, both under the
PlugSurfing brand and white-label solutions.

About PlugSurfing
PlugSurfing is Europe’s leading app for EV driving and charging. Founded by Adam Woolway (UK) and
Jacob van Zonneveld (NL), the young and international Berlin-based start-up offers free apps to
revolutionise sustainable mobility, including the locating, and paying for charging points. PlugSurfing’s
vision is to remove all barriers that currently exist to carbon-free mobility.
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